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Abstract
A 610 mm (24-in) I.D. AS-4/APC-2 ring-stiffened cylinder was designed to demonstrate its hydrostatic pressure
load-carrying capability. The cylinder fabrication process combined in situ thermoplastic filament wound 90° plies with
tape placed 0° plies, resulting in excellent laminate quality. The cylinder, enclosed with hemispherical steel end
closures, was designed to exhibit a strength failure in the shell laminate. In the pressure test, the cylinder collapsed
at 37.9 MPa, within 3% of the predicted 39.2 MPa pressure. Shell axial strains exceeded -14,000 mstrain and the shell
laminate failed axially away from the hemispherical end closures, between rings 3 and 4. The finite element model
was updated with dimensions, properties, and the pre-test geometric shape resulting from process-induced residual
stresses. A novel technique accounted for non-linear shear in the material constitutive law. With these enhancements, predicted strains matched test strains within 15%. Four failure criteria were evaluated using the finite element
model.

Introduction
A program to demonstrate a thermoplastic composite
pressure hull model with 610 mm (24-inch) internal diameter was completed. The program goals were to:
• demonstrate in situ filament winding for hoop (90°) plies
and tape placement for axial (0°) plies as a cost-effective out-of-autoclave process to fabricate the cylinder,
• achieve mechanical stiffness and strength equivalence
for the thick cylindrical structure compared with compression-molded flat laminates, and
• minimize weight/displacement ratio of the cylinder.

Preliminary Design
The pressure hull incorporates 90° rings that partially
resist general instability failure, carry some hoop load,
but permit potential interbay buckling. The rings themselves are susceptible to lateral instability. With the extra
hoop support, the shell is axial-strength critical. How should
the design be optimized? The DAPS (Design and Analysis of Plastic Shells)1 computer program, specifically
modified to account for the brittle failure modes and multiple potential failure locations found in composite stiffened shells, was used in an optimization scheme to ad-

An additional goal was to demonstrate a mid-length
strength-critical failure mode in the cylinder’s shell that
was not significantly affected by the end closure restraints.
For maximum performance, the goal failure would depend
on a fiber-dominated strength property.

Pressure Hull Model Design
Figure 1 shows the finished pressure hull and (Figure
2), the model cylindrical geometry. The pressure hull consists of a 16 mm (0.629-inch) thick shell with a 2.27:1
hoop/axial ratio (2.27 times as many 90° plies as 0° plies)
and five hoop-wound rings, 12.2 mm (0.49-inch) wide by
36.8 mm (1.45-inch) deep with elliptical fillets. The pressure hull model also incorporates a unique hemispherical
end closure design.
The design methodology comprised (1) Preliminary Design of the shell thickness and ring spacing and depth, (2)
Detailed Design of the midbay, and (3) Detailed Design of
the pressure hull and end closure. A building block program was completed concurrently to confirm design
allowables.
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Figure 1. The APC-2/AS-4 ring-stiffened cylinder had a
[90°2.27/0°] n laminate stacking sequence and five integral
90° ring stiffeners.
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midbay finite element analysis, as
shown in (Figure 3). The midbay
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shown in (Figure 4). The sources
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the shell and ring and (2) axial shell
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bending between the rings. The
283
303 mm
analysis indicated that the stress
concentration could be reduced by
303 mm
minimizing the Poisson’s Ratio
mismatch between the shell and
ring or by incorporating large filFigure 2. The cylinder featured a 2.27:1 hoop/axial ratio shell, five integral alllets to reduce local bending defor90° rings with full elliptical fillets, a 90° overwrap at the shell extension outer
mations; the later approach was
diameter, 4340 steel hemispherical end closures with tapered lands, and an
adopted and elliptical fillets are visinsert ring to facilitate load introduction.
ible in (Figures 2-4). Ring-fillet
interlaminar shear, in conjunction
just dimensions and minimize cylinder weight while maxiwith high axial and hoop compressive stress in the fillet,
mizing the collapse pressure and maintaining a strengthappeared to be a critical failure mode. The absence of an
critical shell failure. Many shell laminate and ring conexperimentally validated compression-shear multiaxial
structions were considered. The shell was defined by its
failure theory was a technology gap, leading to the develhoop/axial ratio and described in the program with thermoopment of the building block approach.
elastic properties using a 3D lamination code. No knockdown factors were used. The Maximum Stress/Maximum
Detailed Design of Pressure Hull and End Closure
Strain failure criteria were applied to each calculation beThe final step in design was to complete the end clocause cross-ply laminates fail catastrophically following
sure to reduce the end bay stress concentration associated with load introduction. Previously, end closures incorporated flat plates with tapered plug extensions to
gradually allow cylindrical shell to closure contact and
reduce stress concentrations. However, even the best flatplate end closures had exceedingly high radial stiffness
and the failures would be expected to occur in the ends2.
Alternatively, under pressure, a hemi-head deflects in the
axial and radial directions, steadily reducing its diameter
along with the cylinder radial deflection, thus minimizing
composite shell bending stresses. As shown in (Figure
Dimensions in mm

Cylinder Radius

Hemispherical End Closure
Marerial: 4340 Heat Treated Steel

midbay and ring
model symmetry

.0000403
-.00312

Figure 3. ABAQUS was used to complete finite element
analyses of stresses, strains, and deflections in the midbay
region.

-.00629
-.00945
-.0126

first ply failure when the pressure hull is hydrostatically
loaded. Also, those criteria highlight physical failure modes
during the design stage. The shell thickness, ring spacing, and ring depth in (Figure 2) resulted.
With the 2.27: hoop/axial ratio, the hoop stresses are
relatively low compared with the axial stresses. This resulted in a shell that is strength critical in the axial direction.

Detailed Design of Midbay
Preliminary design was followed by detailed ABAQUS
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Figure 4. An interlaminar R-Z shear strain concentration occurs at the ring-fillet when the cylinder is loaded by
hydrostatic compression.
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Cylinder Fabrication and
Preparation for Test

Cylinder Fabrication
The cylinder was fabricated on the innovative
39.2 MPa
collapsible
tooling shown in (Figure 6). The fila5680 psi
ment winding/tape placement fabrication process3 in (Figures 7 and 8) is described briefly
here. For 90° layers, the filament winding head
in (Figure 7) preheats the underlying bare tool or
previously laid laminate with a hot gas. The impregnated tow passing through the head is also
preheated to melt. The molten tow and laminate
Figure 5. Finite element analysis of the composite cylinder with
are brought together under a heated shoe. A
the hemispherical end-closure shows the highest stresses at sevchilled roller provides a large compaction preseral shell locations close to the same value. Pressures at which
sure to compress the void volume as an integral
failure would be expected to occur are indicated.
step in refreezing the laminate.
The tape is creeled on-head for the 0° tape layer,
as shown in (Figure 8). An infrared preheater melts the
2), a hemispherical design was completed incorporating incoming tape. As with the filament winding head, one of
the best features of the tapered end-plugs and the hemi- the three main gas torches is aimed directly into the prosphere. Additional details to enhance load introduction cess nip. The compaction roller is shaped like an applewere:
core to assure uniform contact in the circumferential direction.
•an insert ring to accommodate shell end rotation,
•additional hoop layers at the inner and outer radii to
reduce axial stress concentration,
•incorporation of an anti-brooming lip to prevent
undesirable brooming failure.
An example finite element output, (Figure 5), shows the
axial stress and failure pressure at four locations are nearly
equal. The minimum predicted collapse pressure is 39.16
MPa (5680 psi).

Figure 7. Heated filament winding head for hoop (90°)
plies.

Figure 6. Innovative collapsible tooling is used
to wind ring-stiffened cylinders.

Figure 8. Heated tape laying head for 0° plies lies underneath the cylinder on axial ways
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(Figure 10). Individual samples
were machined from the building
blocks, and tests were developed,
enabling the distribution of in situ
composite material system properties to be measured; 435
samples were tested.
Finite element analysis identified
shell axial compressive strength
and ring fillet interlaminar shear as
critical failure modes. Building
block test data were able to provide feedback to the design and
Figure 9. Quality was high with at 0.9% void volume fraction, no hoop waviness, manufacturing team, supplying
and little axial waviness. The ultrasonic C-scan was uniform.
design allowables and proving that
the full translation of layer properties
was
demonstrated
with the non-autoclave process,
The 610 mm diameter is significant for a filament windas
shown
in
(Figure
11).
The building block approach was
ing reason: winding back tension cannot be relied upon to
also
utilized
to
quantify
the
severity of the fillet shear stress
achieve laminate consolidation in this size cylinder (or
concentration
shown
in
(Figure
4). In the absence of an
larger). This is characteristically different from winding 178
experimentally
validated
failure
theory for thick-section
mm (7-inch) I.D. or smaller cylinders where winding tencomposites
subjected
to
multiaxial
stress states, a 3sion can be relied upon to achieve consolidation. All lamipoint
bending
test
was
developed
to
create
the same axialnate consolidation was achieved with the new process
3
compression/shear
ratio
in
the
critical
fillet
region
as would
incorporating head mounted consolidation devices .
be experienced in the pressure hull model. Experiments
revealed that the ring fillet interlaminar shear was not critiCylinder Quality
The cylinder filament winding and tape placement pro- cal, since catastrophic failure of the specimens occurred
cesses resulted in excellent cylinder quality with 0.9% at significantly higher loads. Two feasible explanations for
this benefit are (1) synergistic interaction of this multiVf, minimal ply undulation, and uniform C-scans2, 4.
axial stress state suppressed failure; or (2) localization
occurs but does not propagate and cause significant stress
Building Block Approach
Cylinder fabrication followed the testing of 610 mm di- redistribution.
Finally, the building blocks were used to define A-Basis
ameter “building blocks” that quantified design allowables
2
and
B-Basis strength allowables for failure prediction. The
as an integral step in fabrication process development .
Aand
B-Basis allowables are defined as 99% and 90%
Building blocks are defined as 610 mm (24-inch) subcomprobability
of survival with a 95% confidence level. With
ponents manufactured in a manner identical to the presthose
allowables
and the finite element model, Table 1
sure hull, but with reduced axial length. They consist of
lists
failure
pressure
predictions based upon B-basis
rings, shells, and ring/shell combinations, as shown in

Figure 10. Test methods were developed using ring/shell
segments cut from wound cylinder building blocks to quantify the severity of the ring/fillet interlaminar shear stress
concentration.
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Figure 11. A comparison between interlaminar shear and
axial compression in building blocks and compression
molded flat laminates shows that high strengths are achievable with a high level of consolidation and low layer waviness in the cylinders.
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Figure 13. Axial strains at Bay 3-4, the midbay were
failure initiated, exceeded -14000 mstrain at 3 of 4 locations.

allowables, predicting a collapse at 24.7 MPa (3580 psi)
due to ring-fillet shear failure, or 39.2 MPa (5680 psi) due
to axial shell stress. As our building block approach taught
us not to expect fillet shear failure to be catastrophic, the
cylinder was predicted to collapse at 39.2 MPa (5680 psi).

Cylinder Collapse Test and Test
Observations
The cylinder was instrumented with 204 strain gauges
and two acoustic emission sensors, then tested in a highpressure chamber at NSWC-CD (Naval Surface Warfare
Center – Carderock Detachment). It collapsed catastrophically following external hydrostatic pressurization for three
hours, finally to 37.92 MPa (5500 psi), within 3% of prediction. Observation of the failed shell and rings indicated
that an axial compression failure occurred in the shell
laminate between rings 3 and 4, as shown in (Figure 12).
This was corroborated by axial midbay strains that generTable 1. Expected failue modes and presses.
Location

Failure Mode

MPa

psi

Shell

Axial Stress

39.2

5680

R-Z Shear Stress

50.3

7290

Shell End

Axial Stress

44.7

6480

Ring Fillet

R-Z Shear Stress

24.7

3580

End Closure

Ultimate Stress

55.7

8080

Shell

General Instability

58.6

8500
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Figure 12. In the test, the cylinder failed at 37.9 MPa
(5500 psi), within 3% of prediction.

ally exceeded -14000 mstrain as shown in (Figure 13).
There was no evidence of general instability or lateral ring
instability; hoop midbay strains shown in (Figure 14) were
nearly equal at less than -7000 mstrain, (gauges 142, 342,
543, 732 mounted circumferentially outside, 242, 442 inside).
Figure 15 shows the cumulative acoustic emission
counts for the test. Large accumulations occurred near
26 MPa and 37.9 MPa. Note that this corresponds closely
to the test pressures predicted to cause local and global
cylinder failure, according to Table 1.
Figure 16 shows the performance of the cylinder end
and hemispherical end closure. Finite element analysis
using contact algorithms showed that the cylinder should
progressively contact the end closure’s 3048 mm radius
tapered land shown in (Figure 2). In (Figure 16), the hoop
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Figure 14. Hoop strains at Bay 4-5 approach -7000 mstrain
with no evidence of buckling.
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Figure 15. Acoustic emission ceased during all but the
last two five minute pressure holding periods. Large accumulations occurred near 26 MPa and 37.9 MPa.
oriented strain gauges 22 mm from the cylinder end
reached about -1500 mstrain. The gauges 44 mm from the
end reached -1800 mstrain as the cylinder continued to
radially deflect. At 76 mm and 108 mm from the end, the
hoop strains reached -2300 and -3500 mstrain, respectively. The end closure operated as intended, and reduced
the cylinder end stress concentration.
Figure 17 shows a cylinder deformed shape with end
closures hidden from view. The deformed shape was created by attributing motions proportional to the test strains
to the undeformed geometry. As such, the deformed shape
is not a model, but an integrated way of showing the experimental cylindrical deflections prior to collapse.

Updating the Finite Element Model to
Accurately Reproduce Test Strains
The failure analysis strategy involved two steps. First,
re-employ the cylinder finite element model to more accu-

Figure 16. End bay hoop strains show the cylinder gradually contacted the hemispherical end closure’s tapered land.

rately predict the strains measured from the 204 gauges
mounted to the cylinder in the hydrostatic collapse test.
Second, apply those strains (and stresses) to various failure criteria to quantify each criterion’s ability to predict
the failure location and test pressure.
Sample finite element model predictions (axial strains)
are shown for a midbay/ring combination in (Figure 18).
Figure 19 tracks how the finite element model test strain
predictions at 34.5 MPa (5000 psi) external loading improved in four modeling phases based on updated material tests or more innovative analyses that included residual stresses and material nonlinearities.

Updated Model with Actual Dimensions and Laminate
Stacking Sequence
The finite element model was first updated to the most
accurate possible dimensions and laminate stacking sequence from leftover cylinder end rings and intact fragments from the tested cylinder. Detailed knowledge of the

.00383
.00253
.00123
-.0000690

?

AXIAL STRAIN

Residual Stress Effects
Superpositioning-5000 psi pressure
Nonlinear Shear and Geometry

Strains at 34.5 MPa
external hydrostatic
pressure

Figure 17. The cylinder test deflections, calculated from
the strains, show the increased deflection in the mid-bays
between each ring.
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-.00137
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-.00526
-.00656
-.00786
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Figure 18. Axial strain contour plot for final analysis case
at 34.5 MPa (5000 psi) external pressure load.
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sidual stress modeling approach and the 350°C
process temperature reproduced the 0.25mm deflection. When that DT was applied to Cylinder
#301, the diameter reduction was 0.52 mm (0.021
inch). The larger diametric reduction was caused
by the transverse contraction of thin 90° layers at
the Cylinder #301 I.D. as the shell cooled. These
layers were not wound into Cylinder #201.
Although the reduction in cylinder midbay outer
diameter was seemingly small, what did this effect have on the strains? The finite element program was used to calculate the affect of the shrinking and residual stress state on the measured
strains. A four-step process was employed:
1. Calculate the cylinder response to pressure
without regard to processing.
2. Calculate the cylinder response to a reduction
Figure 19. Test strains compared with strain predictions from in temperature, starting at the solidification temthe finite element model, including: 1st bar-test strains, 2nd bard- perature (350°C) and cooling to 25°C. At the end
pressure only with dimension and stacking sequence updated, 3rd of this analysis step, the cylinder initial shape
bar-additionally with modulus modifications, 4th bar-additionally with and residual stress state defines the cylinder to
residual stress effects, and 5th additionally wit non-linear shear.
which gauges are applied. That is, as gauges were
applied, the cylinder was already responding to
residual stresses.
as-manufactured diameters and thickness was in hand, 3. Apply the pressure to the cylinder of step 2. This gives
along with the ring thickness. The actual laminate stack- the actual strains experienced by the cylinder (residual
ing sequence was computed from photomicrographs.
Strain results are compared with the test strains in (Figure 19), bar 1 (“test strains”) and bar 2 (“Updated dimensions and stacking sequence”). There remains disappointing variation after this initial modeling improvement, particularly in O.D. and I.D midspan axial and hoop strains.
The modeled axial strain doesn’t reach –9000 mstrain, while
the test axial strain is –12681 mstrain.

Updated Model with Actual Ply Modulus
The finite element model was next updated with new
moduli measured from leftover cylinder end rings and intact fragments from the hydrostatically tested cylinder.
The ply modulus based upon the average of these measurements was 122 GPa (17.7 Msi) rather than the 134
GPa (19.5 Msi) originally used. This is the third bar in
(Figure 19), labeled “ply modulus modification – no residual stress effects.” The prediction for the axial midspan
strain improves, but overall, a new estimate of modulus
did little to close the gaps between predicted and measured strains.
Updated Model with Residual Stresses
A critical upgrade to the cylinder finite element model
was to account for the initial cylinder shape resulting from
residual stresses induced by process cooling. The tested
Cylinder (#301) was not available to determine its initial
shape, but a similar 610 mm untested ring-stiffened Cylinder (#201) with circular fillets was still intact. Its diameter
reduction between rings caused by cooling following the
process was measured at 0.25 mm (0.010 inch). Finite
element models of Cylinder #201 confirmed that the reSAMPE Journal, Vol. 41, No. 5, September/October 2005
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Figure 20. Iosipescu shear test curve summary with
Ramberg-Osgood curve fits and constitutive law constants.

stresses plus load response), but not those measured by
the gauges.
4. Subtract step 2 from step 3 to create a response to
pressure load (as seen by the strain gauges), but including the effects of the initial shape caused by residual
stresses.
A significant improvement in predicted strain correlation
with test strain data was achieved when including this
initial shape effect resulting from the process. This in the
fourth bar in (Figure 19) labeled “Pressure only with residual stress effects.”

Updated Model with Improved Non-linear Material
Constitutive Law
The final critical upgrade to the cylinder finite element
model was to account for the significant material non-linearity in the transverse shear direction on the ply level. An
incremental loading strategy was developed whereby
piecewise linear increments in the composite material
stress-strain response were superimposed throughout the
loading history to generate the non-linear shear behavior
of the cylinder circumferential ring fillets. An analytic laminated material model was used to compute the tangent or
instantaneous effective element constitutive relations for
input into ABAQUS. Strain dependent element properties
were based upon ply level constitutive relations and are
defined using the Ramberg-Osgood equation, as shown
in (Figure 20).
A new code, LAMPATNL, was developed for use with
ABAQUS finite element code to incorporate the nonlinear
shear stress-strain material properties within the finite element analysis5. LAMPTNL generates a stress-strain relationship for any composite ply stiffness (E11, E22, E33,
G12, G13, G23). This was used to translate the Iosipescu
shear test data into material properties for the finite element analysis.
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Figure 21. Safety factor versus location for maximum
stress failure criteria when S23 = short beam shear strength.
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Figure 22. The critical failure mode is transverse shear
in the fillet region when S23 is equal to the short beam
shear strength.
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Figure 23. Safety factor versus location for maximum
stress failure criteria when S23 is one-half the transverse
compression strength.
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Figure 24. The critical failure mode is transverse shear
in the fillet region when S23 is one-half the transverse compression strength.
Using all model improvements (best dimensions, best
properties, actual residual stress induced shape, nonlinearities), the maximum percentage error for the model
predicted strains was 14.8% compared with test strains.
This particular single value was higher than hoped for, but
as a group the modeled strains fit the data best when
considering the other strain values in other directions.
Other axial strains were within 2.1%; hoop strains within
10.9%.

Failure Criteria Applied to Predicted
Strain
Four failure criteria were applied to the predicted strains
from the cylinder midbay finite element model. It was found
that knowledge of the in situ transverse interlaminar shear
strength, S23, was critical to the use of each criterion. For
each criterion, two different values of the transverse shear
strength were evaluated. This section will review the cylinder failure pressure prediction and failure location with the
various failure criteria applied.

Maximum Stress Failure Criterion
Figure 21 shows the safety factor and failure location for
the cylinder midbay when the Maximum Stress Failure
Criteria is employed. Figure 22 shows the Mode of Failure
versus location.
The minimum safety factor is 0.975 at the fillet ellipse
and the shell O.D. midbay between rings. The 0.975 represents 33.6 MPa (4875 psi) external pressure. This reinforces the contention that fillet shear failure would not represent the critical cylinder collapse.
Figures 23 and 24 repeat the Maximum Stress Failure
Criteria, but the transverse shear is set higher, to one-half
the transverse compression strength (close to the value
measured from the Iosipescu shear test).
The minimum safety factor is 0.991 at the shell O.D.
between rings, representing a 34.2 MPa (4955 psi) external pressure. This means that collapse is predicted in the
correct location at about 10% lower than actual pressure
SAMPE Journal, Vol. 41, No. 5, September/October 2005

applied in the hydrostatic test. Figure 24 shows that with
the increased shear strength, the critical mode is at the
center of the midbay span O.D. and is fiber direction compression.
21
Maximum Strain Failure Criterion
Figure 25 shows the minimum safety factor for the Maximum Strain Failure Criterion when the transverse shear
strength, S23, is equal to one-half the transverse compression strength. The results are similar to (Figure 23). The
safety factor of 1.03 implies a failure pressure of 35.5 MPa
(5150 psi), only 6.3% below the actual 37.9 MPa (5500
psi) test pressure. The mode of failure is axial compression.

?
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1.85

Maximum Strain
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1.60

Critical Safety Factor
at 34.5 MPa

1.35

S23 = 1/2*X22c

1.10

1.03

Figure 25. Safety factor versus location for maximum
strain failure criteria when S23 is one-half the transverse
compression strength. Failure is predicted at 35.5 MPa,
6.3% below test pressure.

Modified Hashin Failure Criterion
The Modified Hashin failure criterion splits the failure of
composite lamina into fiber and matrix modes. The fiber
mode is treated as a maximum stress failure mode without interaction terms for the matrix stresses. The matrix
directions are evaluated using an interaction criterion based
upon whether the matrix stresses are tensile or compressive. For the fiber direction, failure occurs when
[1]
For the matrix direction, failure is governed by
when sn > 0

[2]

when sn < 0

[3]
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Figure 26. b angle for Modified Hashin criterion.
where sn is the normal stress on the failure plane parallel
to the fiber direction and defined by b, and tnt and tnl are
the shear stresses normal sn to as shown in (Figure 26).
The Modified Hashin failure criterion is evaluated on all b
angle failure planes at each point of interest.
Figure 27 shows the minimum safety factor is only 0.575
for the Modified Hashin failure criterion when the transverse shear strength, S23, is equal to the short beam shear
strength. This indicates a collapse pressure of only 19.8
MPa (2875 psi), far below the test pressure. Figure 28
indicates matrix failure in the critical fillet region. The minimum safety factor rises to 0.991 when the transverse shear
strength, S23, is equal to one-half the transverse compression strength, as shown in (Figure 29). This computes to
a collapse pressure of 34.2 MPa (4955 psi), with a fiber
mode of failure, as shown in (Figure 30).

Tsai–Wu Interaction Failure Criterion
As an additional case, the Tsai-Wu failure criterion was

Figure 27. Safety factor vs. location for Modified Hashin
failure criteria when S23 equals short beam shear strength.
applied to the midbay model when the transverse shear
strength, S23, was set equal to one-half the transverse
compression strength. Figure 31 shows the minimum
safety factor is 0.830, more conservative than the Maximum Stress, Maximum Strain, or Modified Hashin failure
criteria. The collapse pressure is predicted to be only 28.6
MPa (4150 psi).
Table 2 summarizes the failure modes and failure pressures predicted for all four failure modes and two different
values for the through-thickness shear strength, S23. When
S23 was set equal to the short beam shear strength, 35.16
MPa (5.1 ksi), predictions indicated cylinder failure by
shear in the fillet for both the Maximum Stress and Modified-Hashin failure criteria. Much better predictions occurred
with S23 set equal to one-half the axial compression
strength, i.e. ½X22c, or 91.7 MPa (13.3 ksi). In that case,
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Figure 28. The critical failure mode is matrix failure in
the fillet region when S23 is equal to the short beam shear
strength.
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Figure 29. Safety factor vs. location for Modified Hashin
failure criteria when S23 equals one-half the transverse compression strength.
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Figure 30. The critical failure mode is fiber failure in the
fillet region when S23 is equal one-half the transverse compression strength.
the Maximum Stress, the Maximum Strain, and the Modified Hashin criteria all predicted the correct axial midbay
O.D. failure location and axial compression failure mode
with essentially the same pressure, ranging from 34.16 to
35.51 MPa (4955 to 5150 psi). The higher value is only
6.3% below the actual collapse test pressure.
It may, in fact, be correct that the failure predictions
generated when S23 = SBSS are an indication of local
failure in the fillet region, and further, that this local failure
is associated with the elevation in acoustic emission
counts shown in (Figure 15). Global failure is correctly
predicted when S23 is higher, more nearly equal the value
obtained by Iosipescu shear testing.

Conclusions
A thick AS-4/APC-2 ring stiffened cylinder was fabricated
to demonstrate the in situ filament winding/tape placement process. The cylinder was successfully designed to
fail in the shell due to axial stress. In the hydrostatic test,
the cylinder failed within 3% of the pre-test prediction.
The failure mode was axial collapse away from the hemispherical ends. The “building block approach” applied in

Figure 31. Safety factor versus location for Tsai-Wu failure criteria when S23 is one-half the transverse compression strength.
the cylinder development aided establishing design
allowables as an integral step in process prove out. For
the failure analysis, strain predictions were updated after
the test with actual cylinder and ring dimensions, modulus measurements, and new analyses that accounted for
(1) residual stresses and the initial pre-test cylinder shape
that developed during process cool-down and (2) non-linear shear in the ring fillets. The Maximum Stress and
Modified Hashin criteria predicted ring failure when S23
was set equal to its test value (ignoring the potential synergistic benefit of compression upon shear). The Maximum Stress, Maximum Strain, and Modified Hashin failure criteria all predicted the correct axial collapse failure
when S23 was set higher, equal to one-half the shell axial
compression strength.
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Failure Pressure
Failure Criterion

S23 =

Failure Location

Maximum Stress

SBSS
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1/2*X22c

Axial MidbayOD

Maximum Strain

1/2*X22c

Axial MidbayOD

Modified Hashin

SBSS

Ring fillet

Modified Hashin

1/2*X22c

Tsai-Wu

1/2*X22c

Failure Mode

MPa

psi

Through thickness shear stress

33.6

4875

Fiber direction stress

34.2

4955

Fiber direction strain

35.5

5150

Matrix failure

19.8

2875

Axial MidbayOD

Fiber failure

34.2

4955

Axial MidbayOD

no information

28.6

4150
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